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A Candle in the Dark by Dr. Joaquin M. Ayala 

 
 Hello everyone and welcome to the August newsletter! If you recall, last month I recounted our family 

holiday to Disney where we went to Animal Kingdom one of those days. There we had witnessed a spectacular 

African musical and acrobatics show in horrendous heat conditions which was incredible and absolutely flawless. I 

touched on their ability to gather attention and build a crowd with almost no effort and continue to hold that crowd 

until their finale. 

 

 This month I want to focus on something else that struck me whilst watching them – the undeniable hours 

upon hours of practice they must have dedicated to this show. The music part of it was the core, the heart of the 

show – it was all hand drums and ethnic percussion. This group definitely had something that you cannot buy, and 

you cannot practice – they had total and complete love and passion for what they were doing. Everything came 

from the heart and being in the audience, you could feel it. 

 

 The acrobatics part of the show was the more demanding. It consisted more of tumbling and building hu-

man towers, only to perform a feat of perilous balance atop the others. At one point they had three performers link-

ing arms and perched atop two performers at the bottom, then they proceeded to twirl in a circle faster and faster – 

three performers on top of two(!), all holding on with brute strength and battling gravitational forces! For the finale 

to this part, a fourth man climbed onto the center one, executed a handstand and the whole lot rotated in circles 

again! 

 

 Never mind the physical attributes and the dexterity required to do what they were doing (because it is 

very demanding), just imagine the amount of practice this group has put into this show in order to make it as clean 

and flawless as it was. I have no doubt that occasionally they have a slip-up, but that day, the did no such thing! 

That is dedication, that is passion and that is practice! That leads me to the discussion point here – practice, more 

importantly, the how. 

 

 How do you practice your magic? One thing I do is to practice with a metronome set to 77 beats per min-

ute. This is a Slydini thing – and that [77 bpm] equates to the natural human rhythm, and it turns out that it is also 

the perfect pace at which to perform magic. It does not mean that certain things cannot be done faster or slower, 

but that is a good place to start. That is one way to practice. Another way is to put on a piece of music from any 

genre, then practice to that song. Then, change it up – go from classic rock to bluegrass, Elvis to Beethoven to Ap-

palachian Stomp! Try different genres of music to practice to. You can also practice in complete silence. 

Another good technique (and yet another from Slydini) is to just sit still, close your eyes and imagine what the ef-

fect will look like from the perspective of the audience when you are performing it. Then go through it again, 

watching it in your mind from your perspective as you are performing it. When you practice your effects, get all 

the technical parts out of the way first – practice all of them until they are second nature, then put them together 

and practice the effect as a whole. 

 

 A quick side note: Performing a singular piece of magic to different types/styles of music can cause the 

viewer perception of the effect to change. For example: Performing a Torch to Rose effect to dramatic music as 

opposed to performing it to romantic music. Same effect, different feelings. Try it out! 

 

          Continued next page... 
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Secretary’s Report: 
 

 Our topic this month was Junk Drawer Magic! This could be anything from 
magic you put away because you maybe didn't like the way it performed or something 
you had just forgot about, (with all of the magic most of us collect). 

 Newest member John Smith, (also President of Ring 22), alias Johnny New 
York, performed an excellent card trick based on the Princess Principle where he had 
five people pick a card from packs of cards, without handling the cards himself, and 
ended by naming each of their cards correctly. 
 I was up next with a bag of quarters, the Lucky Dip by Wayne Dobson, I have 
someone take a quarter from inside a cloth bag, then I choose one and they don't 
match and I show that all of the other quarters dates match, so I have them mark the 
coin I have with a Sharpie, put it back in the bag and shake them...then I reach in and 
take out the marked coin! 
 Next was Joaquin Ayala, president of our club, with the Plumber's Pole, a ver-
sion of the Pom Pom Pole, with faucets on both side and a couple of rubber stoppers 
on the strings, where he pulls one string and the stopper goes up on the opposite side, 
pulled apart there was nothing connecting them...  
 Then Michael Doyle opened a four digit lock with a ring, (my ring), with different 
numbers but nobody else could open it... 
 Kevin Peshick did a nice card trick he called Houdini Packing Crate Escape, 
where it had one of the members sign a card as Houdini, or the spirit of Houdini, shuf-
fles it into the deck, puts one card into his pocket, shows the Houdini card in the deck, 
then his pocket with the card in the deck being Houdini's wife, Bess....... 

Randy A. Smith, Secretary 

                  Continued…. 

 There are many different ways to practice, but try practicing in different environments or with different 

settings because not only will this prepare you for performing “in the trenches” so to speak, it might also inspire 

you or help you accomplish certain goals for different effects. Just remember: Practice makes practical. 

 

 Until next month I hope you all enjoy the dwindling days of summer over the course of August in the 

northern hemisphere and I look forward to seeing you all at the club picnic! 

 

Yours in the Secret Art,      Dr. J.                                                                                                          
        President 



Ex Libris by Joaquin M. Ayala, Ph.D. 

 

         Hello folks and welcome to the Ex Libris article for August 2019! I hope everyone is 

having fun in the sun and enjoying the not-rainy weather lately! This month I am going to pick 

up where we left off with Mr. Tom Stone in June, when I discussed his first book, Vortex. This 

month we will focus on his second book and the second book in the “weather title” series, 

Maelstrom. 

  

Maelstrom is a 259-page hardcover book published in 2011 by Hermetic Press. This book is a 

follow-up of Vortex and it is written in the exact same style with the exact same layout. The 

marginalia contain a wealth of extra hints, tips, ideas and credits, just like the first book. As be-

fore he has lots of little boxes or even entire pages here and there where he poses an unfinished 

or untested idea, a nice little presentation for an effect or an idea kick starter for you to try. 

  

The very first stand-alone effect in the book is called Of Dice and Men, which is a fantastic 

opener for parlor or stage (it was also released in 2018 as a single item through magic dealers). 

A roll of a die and the card with the matching number is taken by a volunteer, and its back says 

“HUG…” but when you hug them the rest of the audience sees the backs of the others, which 

all say “KILL!” 

  

Silver and Sorcery is one of the more unique handlings of the Ramsay Cylinder & Coins ef-

fect, Wet Russian is a humorous take on the Russian Roulette but using squirt guns. There are 

almost twenty pages dedicated to ideas for presenting the Multiplying Bottles plot, Chairport 

is a great version of the Chair Test and Bank Naught is another mentalism piece based on the 

classic Bank Night, with two presentations suggested. 

  

As with Vortex, this book covers a very wide variety of things from coins, cards and eggs to 

mentalism with various props, suggestions on building your own props, techniques and se-

quences with billiard balls and even a great comedy effect with a banana that is NOT the Ban-

dana Trick (it is actually a 2-person effect where a fake banana becomes real). 

  

Although this is the second book you do not have to have read Vortex first to appreciate any-

thing in this one. If you have read and enjoyed Vortex (and even if you have not read it), you 

will love this book. Tom is an excellent thinker and teacher and the material in here does not 

disappoint! 

  

That is all for this month folks – “see” you in September! – J.M.A.,President 

  



       ♦  Talk slowly, but think quickly -- and be thinking about the same thing 

you are talking about. 

 ♠  Car sickness is the feeling you get when the monthly car payment is due. 

 ♥  Computers make very fast, very accurate mistakes. 

 ♣  Doesn't "expecting the unexpected" make the unexpected expected? 
 

 

 
 

 

  

A few Pictures from the July Meeting: 

Joaquin Ayala performs the Plumbers Pole routine... 

    John Smith..and the last one right again! 

Randy Smith showing Rob Krozal 

Wayne Dobson’s Lucky Dip... 

Michael Doyle with a trick lock... 

Kevin Peshick with John Machniak doing the Houdini 

Escape routine…. 



Support our local brick & mortar magic shops!  

 

ABC Magic Shop  

69 N Walnut St., Mount Clemens, MI 48043  

(586) 790-3700 http://abcmagicshop.com/  

 

Wunderground Magic, Inc.  

16 S. Main St., Clawson, MI 48017  

(248) 280-5925 / Web: http://www.wundergroundmagicshop.com/  

 

 

AAMC Board Contacts...  

 

President: Dr. Joaquin M. Ayala / chefayala99@gmail.com  

Vice President: Don Oesterwind / don@safesteprecovery.com 

Secretary: Randy A. Smith / randy.remarkable@gmail.com  

Treasurer: Rob Krozal / rkrozal@yahoo.com  

Sergeant-at-Arms: Pam Smith / pam1s2006@gmail.com  

 

 

Librarian: Dr. Joaquin M. Ayala / chefayala99@gmail.com  

Historian: Dan Jones / dmjones0701@yahoo.com  

Webmaster: Karl Rabe / krabe@comcast.net  

Website: http://www.aamagic.org/  

Check out our Facebook Page: “Ann Arbor Magic Club”  

 
 
 

Have a question / suggestion / comment / contribution? We would 
love to hear from you! Get in touch with us!  

 
 
The Ann Arbor Magic Club meets the 2nd Wednesday of 

each month at Senate Coney Island Restaurant - 34359 
Plymouth Rd, Livonia, MI 48150-1500. Meeting starts at 7 
p.m. Come at 6 p.m. if you want to eat.  
 
Bring a guest to a meeting! Perform! Join a Committee!  


